TABLE OPTIONS •

Create your table in 3 easy steps:
1. **STYLE** Choose your favorite table base and pair it with the perfect top.
2. **CONSTRUCTION** Pick the size and number of leaves to fit your space.
3. **DETAIL** Select the wood species and finish to complement your style.

Now’s the time to add distress options or special finishes to truly make it your own.

---

**TABLE OPTIONS**

- **Single Country**, item P1B
- **Double Country**, item P2BB
- **Single Evanston**, item P1Q
- **Double Evanston**, item P2QQ
- **Single Kansas**, item P1I
- **Double Kansas**, item P2LI. This base will not self-store with a top smaller than 48” x 60”.
- **Single Metro**, item P1C
- **Double Metro**, item P2CC. This base will not self-store with a top smaller than 48” x 60”.

---

**ELEMENTS BASES**

- **Single Barley**, item P1R
- **Double Barley**, item P2RR
- **Single Madiyn**, item P1K
- **Double Madiyn**, item P2KK
- **Single Elanor**, item P1T
- **Double Elanor**, item P2TT
- **Sophia**, item P2NN
- **Small Monte Cristo**, item MP1M
- **Large Monte Cristo**, item MP3MM. Monte Cristo Base is also available in Medium, item MP2MM.
- **Small Venetian**, item MP1O
- **Large Venetian**, item MP3OO. Venetian Base is also available in Medium, item MP2OO.
- **Lincoln**, item MP2IP
- **Large Monte Cristo**, item MP3IP. This base is not available in Pub or Bar height and will not self-store with a top smaller than 48” x 60”.
- **Royal Concord**, item L4
- **Mission**, item L5
- **Victor**, item L6
- **Norfolk**, item L1
- **Shaker**, item L2
- **Rietta**, item L3
- **Harrison**, item L7
- **Kitchen**, item L9
- **Regal**, item ET15
- **Versailles**, item ET16
- **Winston**, item ET17
- **Austin**, item ET18

---

**LEG OPTIONS**

- **Bently Pedestal**, item P2FR
- **Mission Pedestal**, item P2GG. This is not available in Pub or Bar height and will not self-store with a top smaller than 48” x 60”.

---

**OPTIONS**

- All bases are available in normal table height and also in pub height (+6”) and bar height (+12”).
Gathering Base, item P2LL
This base is included with the Gathering tops. It will not fit other table tops.
Make it Yours with a Flawless Finish

**WOOD OPTIONS**
- Choose the species that complements your style.

- **MAPLE**
- **RED OAK**
- **QUARTERSAWN WHITE OAK**
- **CHERRY**
- **RUSTIC CHERRY**

The pictures and colors in our guide were printed as accurately as possible, but may not be perfect representations. Actual samples should be viewed before ordering.

**SAVANNAH GLAZES**

- 1PSV - SAVANNAH GLAZE ON WHITE
- 27PSV - SAVANNAH GLAZE ON MINT
- 21PSV - SAVANNAH GLAZE ON SUNBURST
- 13PSV - SAVANNAH GLAZE ON SKY BLUE

**STAIN & PAINT OPTIONS**
- We have a large selection of stain and paint colors.

For samples of all our available stains and paints visit your local retailer and see our Palettes by Winesburg Creation Center for wood samples. Your retailer can also order samples for you. Wood samples should be viewed using the exact stain/paint color and wood species requested for the most accurate representation of color.

Please remember that wood, like all natural materials, has beautiful and unique characteristics in every piece. The grain of your chosen species will show variations in color throughout your furniture, regardless of the stain chosen. These characteristics are sought by designers as a mark of true quality and should be cherished by you as well. You'll find this natural beauty in every piece of our solid wood furniture.
TWO TONE OPTIONS

Your furniture can be completely customized, right down to a different stain on the seat of the chair, a paint rub thru on your table base, or a special paint color for the cabinet doors. You imagine it and we create it.

PAINT RUB THRU

After your piece is painted, the edges are sanded to let the natural beauty of the wood peek through. This option offers a well-worn look for a more casual atmosphere.

BURNISHING

Our expert craftsmen can add shading on the outside edges of each piece using a darker tone to give your furniture a beautiful burnished look.

DISTRESSING OPTIONS

All of our distressing is done by hand at our state-of-the-art facility. We carefully add dents, scratches, and rasp marks without compromising the quality or strength of our furniture. We hand plane the wood and also “hit or miss” plane it as well to add the character that normally only appears after years of loving use and abuse. We have three levels of distressing to match your individual expectations. We take great pride in the ability to make any piece look brand new or 50 years old. Regardless of whether you choose a distressed look or not, each piece of furniture we produce has character and timeless beauty.

INLAYS

Inlays are standard on our Classic Shaker items and can be added to most other items. We have multiple inlay designs to choose from or we can design a custom inlay specifically for you.

LIGHT DISTRESSING

worn edges

dents

VINTAGE DISTRESSING

worn edges

dents

hand plane

worm holes

PLANTATION DISTRESSING

dents

rasp marks

worm holes

hit or miss plane

(only available in plank tops)